A common goal in marketing research is to understand how one evaluates products that have been filtered through some type of screening or selection process. Typical examples include post-choice satisfaction ratings, certain free recall tasks, or the development of consideration sets followed by brand choice. In such situations, behavior is contingent not only on the alternatives being evaluated, but the choice context in which they have become available, creating differing degrees of selectivity.
INTRODUCTION
Selectivity artifacts are common problems in academic disciplines characterized by field research -labor economics and sociology, for example -in which it is not often possible to guarantee a random sample of the population of interest. In these fields, researchers have come to rely on statistical models designed to correct for respondents' providing feedback only on items that have been selected in some manner. There is a long history of such models in economics, dating back to the classic papers of Tobin (1958) and Heckman (1976 Heckman ( , 1979 , and they are becoming such fundamental tools that full scale reviews have appeared in cognate disciplines (e.g., Berk 1983 , Winship and Mare 1992 , Vella 1998 , as well as economics proper (Heckman 1990 , Heckman et al. 1998 , Puhani 2000 .
More recently, there has been a surge of interest in the topic among quantitative researchers in marketing, starting with the pioneering work of Krishnamurthi and Raj (1988) and Jedidi, Mela, and Gupta (1999) on jointly modeling brand choice and purchase incidence, and presently encompassing a wide variety of data settings, including models: accounting for panel attrition (Danaher 2002) ; assessing the long-run effects of promotion using RFM variables (Anderson and Simester 2004) ; of duration and customer profitability, observed only for customers that are acquired (Reinartz, Thomas, and Kumar 2005) ; of customers' online banking decisions conditional on having signed up and logged in (Lambrecht, Seim, and Tucker 2011) ; allowing for correlated errors in incidence and strength of online product opinions (Moe and Schweidel 2012; Ying et al. 2006) ; serving as robustness checks against those providing particular information, like word-of-mouth (Yang et al. 2012) ; to interrelate content creation and purchase decisions (as well as their utilities; Albuquerque et al. 2012) ; and culminating in Wachtel and Otter's (2013) comprehensive framework to account for multiple waves of selectivity (e.g., scoring and targeting) enacted deliberately by marketers. Notably, the vast majority of such work in empirical modeling has had to contend with selectivity in field data, over which investigators have little, if any, direct control.
By contrast, corresponding problems in experimental consumer research are often tacitly assumed to be nonexistent, or at worst minor. Because they often have the luxury of randomly assigning subjects to Brand Y only if Brand Y was indeed chosen in the first place; we can observe choice of Brand Z only if Brand Z made it into the consideration set. In short, results stemming from later stages of such processes are of great interest to behavioral researchers and practitioners, yet any artifacts stemming from having survived the selection process are rarely statistically accounted for.
Frameworks stemming from Heckman's (1979) original formulation, and further work specific to experimental settings (Heckman et al. 1998) , have helped researchers account for various types of selectivity (Heckman 1990) , across a variety of disciplines (e.g., Winship and Mare 1992) . The earliest and still most common of these models presumes a binary selection mechanism, although extensions have appeared in the literature (e.g., Lee 1983) , along with methods to estimate them (Vella 1998 ). These models are of limited applicability in consumer choice and decision theory in several important ways, three of which we explore in depth here. First, binary selection assumes that each item in a choice can be selected in isolation from others; yet this is seldom the case in individual decision making: for example, when making a single choice among two alternatives, the choice of one eliminates the possibility of choosing the second, no matter how appealing it may be. Second, we should not presume that the degree of selectivity -ordinarily represented by a single model parameter -is invariant across various consumer or experimental groups. The final point is methodological: given that experiments rarely offer up "big data", limited sample sizes can call to question the asymptotic arguments on which classical estimation methods for selectivity models are known to hinge (e.g., Puhani 2000) . Throughout, we will make use of a moderate extension of the classic selectivity framework to allow for "multinomial selection" (i.e., a polytomous choice mechanism), varying degrees of selectivity across experimental manipulations, and accessible Bayesian estimation techniques.
Our main goals in this paper, therefore, are: to develop models from the Marketing Science tradition that, while similar in spirit to standard selectivity models, are more directly applicable to the problems typically encountered in marketing and other disciplines where choices and evaluative processes are commonly studied; to extend these models to allow for varying degrees of selectivity across substantively important groupings; to provide readily accessible tools for their estimation by behavioral researchers; and to present empirical evidence, from different settings, for their importance using experimental choice data. Additionally, we underscore the importance of distinguishing item selectivity from omitted regressor bias, which can potentially exhibit similar evidence, and demonstrate how to test for such biases within the developed statistical framework.
We start by briefly reviewing standard selectivity models, then showing how to extend and estimate them, as discussed earlier, using both classical and Bayesian methods. The importance of carefully modeling selectivity is then demonstrated in three data settings, two involving post-choice satisfaction for a frequently-purchased consumer good, and the third a new analysis of data first examined in Ratner, Kahn and Kahneman (1999) . Results not only indicate the substantive importance of selectivity artifacts, but more importantly of modeling them separately across experimental conditions.
THE HECKMAN FRAMEWORK AND EXTENSION TO POLYTOMIES
The standard Heckman (1979) selectivity model is typically given by a two-stage system of the following type:
ε , ε ∼ 0, 0, 1, 1, ρ .
The (second-stage) prediction variable, , is observed only in cases where the (first-stage) selection variable, , is positive. Each equation has its own set of regressors, , , so that each could be readily estimated separately were their errors uncorrelated (ρ = 0). The full system (1)-(3) is ordinarily estimated by maximum likelihood techniques, though early lack of computation power spawned an extensive literature on two-step estimation approaches (Nelson 1984) . The degree of selectivity is measured by ρ, and, when it is substantial, the two-step approach can be quite inaccurate (Puhani, 2000) and sensitive to covariate specification for both portions of the model (see, for example, Hartmann 2006).
Throughout, we will instead rely on both classical MLE-based and Bayesian methods.
The nature of the binary selection submodel (1) dictates that each item entered into the selection equation is considered independently of all other items. This is justified when each of a set of items is considered on its own merits, as in university admissions, where students are not directly compared with one another, so that the qualities of one student might render another less likely to 'make the cut'. In most marketing contexts, however, items do compete for inclusion. Consider choosing an entrée from a menu.
Whether the restaurant is of high quality (many of the entrées are appealing) or poor (few or none are appealing), we do not choose multiple items in the first case or zero in the second, but one in each. In terms of the selection submodel, then, we choose exactly one item from a given set, and all that will matter is the between-item comparison. Such a mechanism is foundational in brand choice models, which seek to explain which of a set of competing brands is chosen, given that a single choice is observed.
We therefore consider a 'polytomous' selection submodel, operationalized through a multinomial probit specification, whose conjugacy properties are especially amenable to Bayesian computation.
NOTATION, MODEL LIKELIHOOD, AND ESTIMATION
To simplify exposition, it is helpful to refer to data for two specific subjects, who are faced with choice sets that may differ in composition, size, or other experimental manipulation:
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We denote selection and prediction estimates as , , ∶ , , ∶ β and , , ∶ , , ∶ β . The subscript can be suppressed where clarity is not sacrificed, and, for simplicity, we number the alternative chosen (i.e., selected) by each subject as 1: or simply as 1. We therefore observe second-stage values only for i = 1, so that we refer unambiguously to , 1∶ or ,1 .
Selectivity is accounted for by considering joint error draws from a standard bivariate normal ε , and z , , which then cleaves into two probabilistic statements: one about ε , , and one about z, all of which are standard normal by construction; we can therefore simply integrate across θ:
It is straightforward to estimate the parameters implied by (5) -σ, ρ, and the coefficients coupled with and -using quadrature, simulated likelihood, or other (classical) methods. We estimate all models in the likelihood built up from (5) for nonnested models using DIC (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002) . We report posterior means for all parameters, noting that standard MLE estimates correspond to a posterior mode under a flat prior, while we used highly diffuse, but weakly informative, conjugate priors for all parameters but ρ, for which no conjugate prior is available. Finally, we follow convention in selectivity models in reporting the near-normal transform, atanh(ρ), so that standard tests against a null of 0 (for ρ) are approximately symmetric and meaningful in a classical setting.
For each of our three data sets, we will refer to a particular model as "best". In all cases, this designation is the result of a near-exhaustive search of the model space. For the Prediction submodels, which are linear regressions, we run all possible combinations of covariates; for the Selection submodels, we begin with a standard stepwise probit, run both "forwards" and "backwards", as well as LARS procedures (Efron et al. 2004) . When the best-fitting Prediction and Selection submodels are determined, we re-estimate it and all "nearby" models (i.e., adding in / subtracting out covariates one at a time) with the crucial error correlation parameter(s) freely estimated. That is, the resulting "best" model is such that:
(1) all its covariates are significant; (2) no excluded covariates are significant; and (3) Instead, as we stress throughout and test for, it is critical to account for "observed" heterogeneity, which in all 3 data sets takes the form of "prior ratings" (and related measures like self-stated "favorite") for each item by each respondent; results will consistently show that these prior ratings are by far the statistically strongest effects of all measured. Additionally, because using a full covariance probit model for Selection yielded no evidence of significant error correlation in any data set, we do not pursue this further, although doing so may be reasonable for other applications.
In comparing models in any of our data settings, we stress one point: the Prediction submodel does not itself change. Rather, our main concern is how presence of and type of error correlation codified by the Selection model affect deductions based on the Prediction model. Across the three data sets, we will focus on two questions above all: is there evidence of selectivity overall?; and is the degree of selectivity substantially different across experimental conditions? The theory-based reasons to believe degree of selectivity might change across conditions will differ for each application, and will be discussed there.
EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS
We illustrate the importance of accounting for selectivity, by applying it to data from three studies. The first study is a re-analysis of Ratner, Kahn and Kahneman's (1999; Experiment 5) data suggesting that, when the number of available alternatives increases, consumers choose more varied sequences of items "for the sake of variety" rather than choosing items that are more preferred a priori.
We test for selectivity and explore whether the degree of selectivity should be accounted for by choice set size condition. Study 2 explores a similar question about differing selectivity by choice set size, but for a different choice context -selecting multiple items at once now, to consume later, versus selecting the items one-at-a-time, just before consuming each one (e.g., Simonson 1990), a choice task typically employed to examine the so-called diversification bias (Read and Loewenstein 1995) . Finally, in Study 3, we hold choice set size constant to test whether differences in the relative attractiveness of available items can lead to varying degrees of selectivity across conditions. Our goal across all three studies is not to engage in a substantive examination of these data per se, but to use them as a basis for demonstrating the need to statistically account for selectivity by experimental condition when the experimental design setup warrants it. Our descriptions of the experimental procedures and data are deliberately concise.
STUDY 1
A number of studies (c.f., Simonson 1990) suggest that consumers can behave as if varied sequences -of products or other experiences -were intrinsically superior to repetitive ones. And, so the logic goes, they will consume items they are less fond of to achieve that 'variedness'. Contrary to the hypothesis that one's tendency to choose less-preferred items stems from satiation on frequentlyconsumed favorite items, Ratner, Kahn, and Kahneman (1999; henceforth RKK) demonstrated that more varied sequences of popular songs resulted in diminished enjoyment during consumption (even though participants did not become satiated with top-ranked songs). RKK's analysis made use of straightforward statistical methods and, because their paper dealt with many topics substantively unrelated to selectivity, no Heckman-or Tobit-type corrections were applied.
RKK (Experiment 5) studied the effects of number of available alternatives on selection and ratings of popular songs using a two-cell within-subjects experimental design. 5 Participants first provided a priori ratings, on a 100-point scale, for 12 popular songs that were presented to them through a computer program. Idiosyncratic preference rankings were constructed based on these initial ratings.
Participants were next presented with either a set of three items (ranked 1,3,6 or 2,4,7) or a set of six (those ranked 2 ,4,7,10,11,12 or 1,3,6,8,9,10) , chose, listened to and rated the song of their choice, also on a 100-point scale; this was done 10 times. For an additional 10 occasions, participants were presented with the other-sized choice set and completed similar choice and rating tasks. Because these data involve two phases -choice (of which song one listens to) from sets of varied sizes, and ratings (of satisfaction or liking of the chosen song) -it is well suited to the models developed here, and the potential for evaluating the substantive implications of choice-based selectivity.
Prior research findings suggest the potential for effects of selection to differ for larger versus smaller choice sets. Larger assortments are associated with higher product expectations, greater choice difficulty, greater regret about foregone alternatives, and lower evaluations of chosen items (Iyengar and Lepper 2000; Broniarczyk 2008; Diehl and Poynor 2010) . While typical behavioral lab experiments randomly assign subjects to experimental conditions to avoid selection artifacts, evaluations of items resulting from a non-random selection process -such as choosing songs to listen to -are by their very nature vulnerable to selectivity effects. Further, as choice set size increases, there are potentially more foregone alternatives, especially when the number of choice occasions is fewer than the number of available alternatives (e.g., choosing three items from a set of six versus twelve alternatives). For these reasons, degree of selectivity is expected to increase with choice set size.
Our re-analysis is narrowly focused, on whether the act of having chosen (Selection) affects the degree to which one is satisfied with one's choice (Prediction). To this end, we predict posterior ratings ("Rating") using prior ratings ("Prior Rating"), how frequently an item has been chosen in past occasions ("Frequency"), whether the song was chosen last time ("Choice Lag"), and the size of the choice set ("Set
Size": either 3 or 6 songs), while accounting for selectivity effects arising from the choice process by accounting for its Prior Rating, how often it was chosen (Frequency) and, again whether the song was chosen last time (Choice Lag). 6 As stated earlier, all covariates are standardized, except for binary variables, which are mean-centered. Model estimates are given in Table 1 .
[ Table 1 about here]
We do not engage in a substantive re-interpretation of the very rich RKK data from this experiment, nor link it to the numerous companion studies in that paper. We can, however, consider model implications strictly from the vantage point of selectivity, which results do indicate for these data, as we discuss next. We note here as well that selectivity was similarly indicated for a wide range of combinations of covariate effects, arguing against its significance being an artifact of the particular covariate specification for the "best" model.
Results
We discuss three models, in order of their appearance in TABLE 1: (1) assuming no selectivity (restricting ρ = 0); (2) allowing for an identical degree of selectivity across conditions (free ρ); and (3) allowing selectivity to vary across choice set conditions (ρ SetSize ). In this way, one can 'decompose' the influences of the various modeling constructs systematically. Because all parameters are estimated via
Bayesian techniques, we assess significance via Highest Density Regions (HDR) for posteriors. Thus, 'significant' denotes zero lies outside a specific HDR, usually at the .05 level, although for convenience we list traditional means and standard errors.
Item Selectivity. The model estimates reveal an intriguing and, to our knowledge, novel pattern of selection effects across conditions. Allowing for selection, but assuming ρ equal across (choice set size) conditions, yields a ρ estimate that is not significantly different from zero ( 0.043, HDR = [-0.289, 0.332] ). This would appear to suggest there are no selection effects for these data. However, allowing ρ to vary by condition reveals significant selectivity -but only for the larger choice set 6 Including the same covariates in the Selection and Prediction submodels is permissible, particularly so when, as
here, theory suggests doing so. In particular, omitting PRIOR in the selection model might literally give rise to a large value of ρ. Set Size cannot appear in the selection model, as it is constant within choice condition. An additional covariate representing the highest ranked item in each set (Favorite) was also tested in the Selection and Prediction submodels; it was not statistically significant and is not discussed further. Substantively, degree of selectivity increases with choice set size, that is, as the number of foregone alternatives is also likely to increase. Specifically, we find no significant selection effects for the small choice set, when the number of choice occasions (ten) far exceeds the number of available items (three);
in the small choice set, respondents have ample opportunity to sample each item at least once, should they wish to. By contrast, in the larger choice set, respondents are less likely to select every available item, so the potential for never sampling one or more items (and subsequent selectivity artifacts) increases.
Estimated Effects. Importantly, we also find that allowing for selectivity by condition impacts estimated effect sizes. Substantively, the pattern of effects for the selection model is of lesser interest, as coefficients across the various models (in Table 1 ) are very close; HDRs overlap to a degree that render them statistically indistinguishable. A very different story emerges across the Prediction models. Given that, in this application, ρ is only significant in one of the conditions (large set size), we do not expect to see strong changes in the values of the coefficients that are in both parts of the model. However, these results still hold directionally: Prior Rating is slightly more positive, whether a song was chosen last time (Choice Lag) slightly less positive, and how frequently an item has been chosen (Frequency) slightly more positive overall in Prediction.
The most striking result is that the effects of Set Size are vastly different across models. When there is no selection (ρ = 0) or equal selection across choice set size conditions (common ρ), the effects of Set Size are significantly positive and not statistically distinguishable (β , 0.126, no ρ; β , = 0.119, common ρ). That is, if one analyzed only the Rating (i.e., Prediction) data, choice set size could be confidently claimed as positively affecting evaluation. However, when selectivity is accounted for across set size conditions ( ), we see that Set Size has a strongly negative effect (β , = -0.322, p < .003, multiple ρ). This is consistent with extant literature demonstrating that consumers tend to be less satisfied with items chosen from relatively larger assortments (e.g. Iyengar and Lepper 2000; Diehl and Poynor 2010) . A posteriori, in comparing a choice set of size 3 to one of size 6 (as RKK did), chosen items are rated about 32% lower, on average, when chosen from the larger set. The valence of an important main effect is therefore reversed when the Ratings data are analyzed in the absence of an associated model for choice that not only allows for selectivity, but that also does not restrict selectivity to be fixed across experimental conditions.
The interaction between Set Size and how frequently an item has been chosen (Frequency) also has strongly differing effects. When selectivity is not accounted for by condition, the interaction effect is not significantly different from zero, β , = 0.03 (p > .27, ρ = 0). However, when selectivity is allowed to vary across conditions (ρ SetSize ), the interaction between Frequency and Set Size becomes larger and significant, β , = 0.099 (p < .05). In other words, the more frequently an item has been chosen, the weaker the effect of set size becomes, suggesting that more consistent choice sequences are less prone to set size effects on evaluation.
Model Fit. Finally, one is left with the question of which model represents the data best, which can be assessed via both Bayesian and classical metrics. DIC speaks clearly for multiple ρ, the values of which, for {no ρ, free ρ, and multiple ρ}, are {4253, 4255, 4244} 7 . Likelihood ratio tests corroborate the DIC comparison, while allowing statistical tests for nested models (like those in Table 1 ): the model allowing selection to vary by choice set size (multiple ρ) offers a better fit for the data than both the model with no selection (no ρ; LL diff = 6.58, df = 2, p < .002) and the model restricting selection to be equal across set size conditions (common ρ; LL diff = 6.51, df = 1, p < .001). The models with no selection versus equal selection across set size conditions exhibit no difference in fit (no ρ vs. common ρ; LL diff = 0.07, df = 1, p > .7); this is consistent with the non-significance of ρ when it is restricted to be constant across experimental conditions. The slightly less parsimonious model thus more than compensates for its additional complexity, and allowing the correlation between selection and prediction to differ across conditions not only improves fit, but affects interpretation of focal substantive effects. 7 We also performed tests of model fit to demonstrate that no other relevant and potentially significant covariates had been excluded from our focal model. Three tests of significance are summarized at the bottom of Table 1 : adding a Frequency × Set Size interaction to the Selection submodel does not improve model fit (p > .98), nor does adding a "Favorite" item indicator variable main effect (p > .17) and all possible 2-way interactions in Selection and Prediction (p > .34).
STUDY 2
The previous analysis, based on data collected in a classic prior experimental study, demonstrated the potential for selection effect strength to vary across experimental conditions with differing choice set sizes. Study 2 was designed and conducted with an explicit goal in mind: to examine whether the same potential exists for another well-known repeated choice phenomenon that has been well documented in the marketing and psychology literatures. Numerous prior studies have observed that people choosing multiple items at once now, to consume later, tend to choose a more varied set of items than if they had chosen the items one-at-a-time, just before consuming each one (e.g., Simonson 1990, Read and Loewenstein 1995) . While prior research has focused on the impact of these two choice modes on variety-seeking, we will instead focus our analysis on evaluation of the chosen items. More specifically,
we examine the influence of the size of the available choice set on evaluation and selectivity.
Participants chose three snacks, either from a set of six snacks or from a set of twelve snacks.
Half the participants chose all three snacks at once ("simultaneous choice"); the remaining participants chose each snack one-at-a-time across three choice occasions ("sequential choice"). A 2 (simultaneous choice vs. sequential choice) X 2 (small choice set vs. large choice set) between-subjects design was employed.
Snacks included well-known brands of crackers, chips, candy bars, cookies, and nuts. The small set condition included six snack options, and the large set condition included those six snacks plus six more. The small set condition stimuli and task replicate experiments found in Simonson (1990) and Read and Loewenstein (1995) . The six additional snacks in the large set were chosen to mirror the six snacks in the small choice set, in terms of both product attributes and market share, so as not to increase perceptions of attribute variety or general product desirability. One hundred four undergraduate students participated in the study to earn course credit in an introductory marketing course.
The study was composed of four sessions spaced one week apart. In session one, participants' prior preferences were measured; participants rated how much they liked each snack using an 11-point Likert scale ("1" = dislike very much, "11" = like very much). Participants also ranked the snacks from their most favorite to their least favorite. The choice tasks took place during sessions two, three and four;
we refer to these as choice weeks one, two, and three, respectively. Participants in the sequential condition chose and ate one snack in choice week one, chose and ate a second snack during week two, and chose and ate a third snack in week three. Participants in the simultaneous condition selected all three snacks in choice week one, designating the first snack to be eaten in choice week one, the second snack in choice week two, and the third in choice week three. Immediately after participants ate each of their chosen snacks, they rated how much they liked the snack using an 11-point Likert scale ("1" = dislike very much, "11" = like very much).
The snack evaluation rating measured immediately after a participant ate his/her chosen snack is the dependent variable, and it is observed only for the single item chosen for that time period. Regressors for the selection model (for which item is chosen) are Prior Rating (the a priori item rating), Favorite for the large set, zero for the small set). We explored the entire solution space, as in Study 1, to arrive at this particular set of model covariates.
[ Table 2 about here]
Results
Item Selectivity. As found in Study 1, results will indicate that ignoring selectivity entails the possibility of drawing incorrect conclusions. Table 2 summarizes model estimation results in a manner similar to Study 1, featuring three candidate models that differ in how flexibly they allow for selection: no selectivity (ρ = 0), selectivity common across conditions (free ρ), and selectivity varying across choice set conditions (ρ SetSize ). The pattern of results in Table 2 Estimated Effects. The differences in selectivity reveal their substantive importance when one compares the estimated Favorite and Set Size effect strengths between the ρ 0 prediction submodel (i.e., no selection effects at all) and its more flexibly modeled variants. Allowing for common selectivity yields β , = 0.340 (p < .008; common ρ), a significant effect; presuming there is no selectivity yields β , = 0.193 (p > .05; ρ = 0), a non-significant value about half the size. Allowing selectivity to differ across conditions also yields a positive effect of most-favored status, β , = 0.273 (p < .03; multiple ρ). Thus, allowing for selectivity reveals a crucial role of the favorite option in evaluation: the most-favored option gets a "boost" in evaluation, over and above that accounted for by its higher prior rating. Note that a significant negative interaction between Favorite and Choice Lag is observed in all three models -β , = -0.675 (p < .02) when ρ = 0, β , = -0.808 (p < .005) when ρ is unrestricted, and β , = -0.711 (p < .02) when ρ is allowed to vary across set size conditions -suggesting that, in the case where the favorite was chosen in the prior period, the favorite item's evaluation is discounted. Thus, for these data, failing to account for selectivity leads to the erroneous conclusion that the favorite option may be discounted (when chosen repeatedly), but never "given a boost" in the evaluation process. In other words, a modeling approach that allows for selectivity reveals the important insight that the favorite option almost always "gets a boost" in evaluation, except in the case when it was chosen last time.
A second important substantive implication of failing to appropriately account for selectivity is that the estimated effect of choice set size on evaluation is very different. The pattern of results resembles that found in Study 1. The estimated effects of Set Size are not distinguishable from zero when there is no selection (β , = 0.034, p > .37; no ρ) or equal selection across choice set size conditions (β , = -0.065, p > .28; common ρ). However, when selectivity is accounted for across set size conditions, choice set size has a very large negative effect (β , = -0.881, p < .004; multiple ρ). This is consistent with our Study 1 result that, when a model allowing varying degrees of selectivity across choice set conditions is employed, the results reveal that participants tend to be less satisfied with items chosen from the larger choice set. This pattern of results is remarkably concordant with study 1, even though that experiment was run by other researchers, using different stimuli, and with many more repetitions.
Model Fit. Lastly, in addition to the substantive insights gained from allowing for selectivity, we find better model fits for both models with unrestricted ρ, as measured using DIC: 1655, 1652, and 1646 for no ρ, common ρ, and multiple ρ, respectively. This evidence is bolstered by likelihood ratio tests: the model with free common ρ offers a better fit than one restricting ρ to zero (LL diff = 2.67, df = 1, p < .03);
and the model allowing selectivity to vary across choice set conditions fits the data better both than one restricting ρ to be constant across conditions (LL diff = 4.23, df = 1, p < .005) and the model restricting ρ to be zero (LL diff = 6.90, df = 2, p < .002). 8 Overall, analysis of these data provides evidence that appropriately accounting for selectivity adds substantially to both model fit and interpretation of effects.
STUDY 3
The prior two studies demonstrated that degree of selectivity can vary with the number of alternatives in a choice set. This study assesses whether selection effects can vary across choice set conditions even when the number of selection alternatives stays constant. We explore this question with the same choice task employed in Study 2, and we examine the impact of varying the relative attractiveness of items in the choice set on degree of selectivity and the value of ρ.
Heckman (1979) noted in his seminal article that if the probability of being included in the sample is identical for all observations, then estimates of prediction coefficients will not be biased. In the present choice context, this suggests that when a choice set contains items a decision-maker perceives as equally attractive, the corresponding prediction model is less prone to selectivity artifacts than if the choice set contains items with more varied perceived attractiveness levels (which we operationalize here as a priori rating). We examine the potential relationship between relative attractiveness of choice set items and degree of selectivity in this study. We define "bunchiness" as the degree to which a choice set contains items that are perceived to be equally attractive to each other (i.e., the extent to which items are "bunched" together), from the decision-maker's perspective. For example, a choice set comprised of six equally attractive items or one with six equally unattractive items would be high in "bunchiness. Note that we treat bunchiness as a characteristic of the choice set itself, not as a characteristic of any one item in the set. We expect that bunchiness will have a negative relationship with degree of selectivity (and ρ).
Participants followed a four week procedure analogous to that in Study 2. They were asked to rate and rank twelve snacks in week one (the same as those in the Study 2 large set condition). Number of items chosen together was again manipulated (sequential choice versus simultaneous choice) across three choice occasions, each separated by one week. Participants evaluated their chosen snacks immediately after eating each one, using a 1-11 rating scale, as in Study 2. The number of available items was held constant across conditions, at six, and we manipulated choice set bunchiness. To this end, the items available in the choice set varied across three bunchiness conditions based on the idiosyncratic rankings provided by each participant: bunchy-attractive (ranks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12); bunchy-unattractive (ranks 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12); and not-bunchy (ranks 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) . We include the bunchy-unattractive condition in the experimental design to assess whether any potential impact of bunchiness is conditional on the similarly liked alternatives being perceived as (more) attractive; we will allow separate measures of selectivity for all three conditions, to determine whether, empirically, ρ estimates for bunchy-attractive and bunchy-unattractive are close in magnitude. Note that all choice sets include both the most-favored item (rank = 1) and the least-favored item (rank = 12), so that the range of relative attractiveness of all items in the set is consistent across conditions.
As in Study 2, the snack evaluation rating measured immediately after a participant ate his/her chosen snack is the dependent variable. Available regressors for the selection and prediction models are [ Table 3 about here]
Results
Item Selectivity. We again find strong evidence of selectivity, this time for all choice set conditions, with the value of ρ systematically varying with bunchiness. Table 3 presents estimation results for three models differing in how flexibly selectivity is modeled: no selection (ρ = 0); restricting selectivity to be constant across choice set conditions (common ρ); and allowing selectivity to differ across choice set conditions (multiple ρ; ρ Bunchiness ). Restricting ρ to be constant across conditions yields an estimated ρ value that is significantly positive ( Third, we find that the estimated effect of Choice Lag × SEQ without selection (β , = 0.279, p > .08; ρ = 0) nearly doubles and becomes statistically significant when selectivity is accounted for in the model (β , = 0.488, p < .02 with common ρ; β , = 0.536, p < .008
with multiple ρ). Note also that Choice Lag × SEQ always has a positive and significant effect on choice in the selection submodel (for all estimated models; β , 0.883, p < .001 with multiple ρ), indicating a tendency toward more inertial choice behavior in the sequential choice mode. Thus, for these data, failing to account for selectivity would lead the analyst to erroneously conclude that inertial choices have no distinct effect on evaluation, when they do: an item chosen repeatedly in SEQ receives a "boost" in evaluation, even after accounting for prior preference rating (Prior Rating).
Model Fit. Finally, we assess model fit and find that it consistently improves as selection is more flexibly accounted for in the model. Model fit, as measured using DIC, improves when ρ is assumed constant across choice set conditions (common ρ; 1885 versus 1892), and improves further when ρ is allowed to vary across choice set conditions (multiple ρ; 1883 versus 1885). Likelihood ratio tests also indicate that model fit improves: presuming free (common) ρ improves fit versus restricting ρ to zero (LL diff = 5.01, df = 1, p < .003); allowing selectivity to vary across choice set conditions improves fit versus presuming zero ρ (LL diff = 8.00, df = 2, p < .002); and allowing ρ to vary across choice set conditions marginally improves model fit versus presuming common ρ (LL diff = 2.99, df = 1, p ≈ .05). 9 In conclusion, the findings from this study offer further support for the importance of accounting for selectivity by experimental condition (when warranted), as well as its potential impact on both model fit and substantive interpretation of effects.
HETEROGENEITY AND FULL ERROR COVARIANCE.
We stress the importance of accounting for "observed" (preference) heterogeneity when "unobserved" heterogeneity cannot be adequately captured due to the nature of collected data (e.g., few
choices per respondent and/or many potentially heterogeneous regressors; see Andrews et al. 2008) . To emphasize the role of the prior ratings, which serve as "individual differences" in terms of item preferences in each study, we re-estimate each of the "best" models while omitting Prior Rating in the Selection submodel, the Prediction submodel, or both. For the RKK data (our Study 1), the "best" model yields LL of -2106.8 (Table 1 ; multiple ρ); removing Prior Rating from Selection alters this to -2174.3; out of Prediction, to -2369.9; out of both to -2683.4; p-values against the "best" model are infinitesimal in each case (Δ(df) is 1, 1, and 2, respectively, for the LR test, and 2Δ(LL) is over 100 in each case), although comparatively less so for the Selection submodel. LL for Study 2 was -808.7 for the best model (Table 2 ; multiple ρ); removing Prior Rating from Selection yields -878.6; from Prediction, -839.0; from both, -909.5; p-values are again infinitesimal, although here the smaller difference was for Prediction.
Lastly, for Study 3, LL was -916.0 for the best model (Table 3; heterogeneity be collected and systematically incorporated in both the Selection and Prediction portions of the model. We add in closing that we saw no evidence of significant error covariance in any of our data sets; testing the full covariance probit model against the one used here yielded the following results:
RKK, p = 0.996; Study 2, p = 0.327; Study 3, p = 0.753. We must, of course, stop short of recommending that empirical researchers fail to account for error covariance in all applications, but the consistent lack of significance here contrasts sharply with the strong significance in all three studies for ρ, the central metric for the presence of selectivity.
ITEM SELECTIVITY VERSUS OMITTED VARIABLES
It is well-known that omitted regressors can mimic the effects of authentic selectivity, that is, lead to significance of the error correlation, ρ. In their recent overview of the literature on making causal claims, Antonakis et al. (2010) suggest that random field experiments are a "gold standard", but also underscore that omitted regressor bias can muddy interpretation in the standard (Heckman) selectivity framework. For researchers interested in substantive claims about item selectivity, it is therefore critical to be circumspect regarding the potential for omitted regressors.
General tests for omitted regressors, conceptualized as a specification error, date back to Ramsey (1969) , who introduced the RESET procedure for linear models. Here, we follow Peters (2000) , who
demonstrates that a RESET-based procedure applies to a wide range of parametric and semiparametric model types, as well as how to perform associated Likelihood Ratio and Wald tests, the former being preferred on statistical grounds. The procedure is straightforward: for any particular model, calculate its predictions for the observed variables (e.g., ratings, in our context), ; then, re-estimate the model successively (cumulatively) including new regressors, , for 2, 3, …; note that 1 corresponds to the regressors already included in the (Prediction) model. Table 4 lists the results of this procedure for our three data sets, for k = 1, ..., 5 (k > 5 revealed no new phenomena). For each data set, all five values of k are run for the "multiple ρ" model (i.e., the bestfitting models, as listed in Tables 1, 2, Table 4 for fuller descriptions). These appear in successive columns, and tell an especially clear 'story'. First, there is mild evidence of model misspecification (i.e., .01 < p < .05) only for the RKK data, and then only for k = 2 (i.e., by including as a regressor); this does not hold for any k vs. k -1 for k > 2. There is no evidence whatsoever of misspecification for Studies 2 and 3, with all 32 possible tests having p > .23.
While one might wonder about the RKK data in this regard, the lack of strong evidence for misspecification is shorn up greatly (and more so in Studies 2 and 3) by the last column of tests, against ρ = 0. In all cases, these are each in the range of p ≈ .001. That is, tests for including ρ come out at least 10 times stronger (100 times for Studies 2 and 3) than those for including various combinations of . As such, this largely rules out the omission of as a source for claims of item selectivity, decisively for Studies 2 and 3 and arguably for RKK. We would strongly caution researchers who wish to test for item selectivity to run similar RESET-like tests on their resulting models in order to distinguish the strength of evidence for selectivity from that of possible omitted regressors.
CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS
Model frameworks developed by Heckman, Tobin, and others have allowed researchers to understand the effects of failing to account for selectivity. These models have been applied widely to field data, since researchers clearly need to comprehend and correct for selectivity effects that they cannot hope to control. Although the so-called "Heckman model" and related variants have become standard tools for field data studies in marketing, the need for selectivity correction for laboratory work -which typically offers the luxury of random assignment to conditions -has been tacitly seen as less pressing, or perhaps non-existent. It is also possible that the form of the classic Heckman model -a binary selection mechanism, specifically -may have limited its applicability in behavioral research, where choices are typically freely made from a set of options, with information collected subsequently.
Our intent in this paper has been to demonstrate that similar selectivity mechanisms are intrinsic to a broad class of decision problems common in consumer and psychological research, and to show how researchers can account for them in a general setting. Three studies -one a reanalysis of an influential, classic data set, and two theory-driven experiments designed specifically for this purpose -converged on similar conclusions, namely that: selectivity effects can be significant even in fully controlled randomized laboratory studies; accounting for selectivity can alter some focal substantive results; allowing for different degrees of selectivity across experimental conditions can be crucial; selectivity appears to follow predictable patterns in terms of the nature of 'foregone options' and 'similarity of attractiveness' of available choice alternatives.
Although we have not reported on them in this paper, we have successfully extended the model to allow for different types of selection and prediction types, including 'pick-any' and ranked selection (i.e., the field is narrowed not to just one, but to several, options, which may be ranked) and both ordinal (i.e., on a discrete, ordered scale) and discrete choice prediction (i.e., we observe only what was finally chosen, but not any rating or evaluation of it). A common example of such extensions is the process of purchasing a car, which typically involves several distinct phases -information-gathering, visiting dealers, test driving -before a choice is made. Researchers ignoring the individual-specific selection phase(s) preceding eventual choice may be led astray in gauging just what drives the market. For example, price may determine which cars are eliminated early on, and may thus appear relatively unimportant if only later stages of the purchase process are analyzed. Applying an appropriate member of this class of models would allow one to disentangle the effects of (perhaps multiple phases of) selection, as in Wachtel and Otter's (2013) general setting.
We can envision several fruitful extensions of the basic methodology. For example, 'selection' in our model requires full knowledge of available options and item covariates, which are rarely available in field data, and require care and foresight in experimental settings. Although we have underscored the importance of observed heterogeneity, a challenge in all discrete choice modeling remains the incorporation of (unobserved) parametric heterogeneity when there are few observations per respondent, especially when there is a comparatively large number of estimated coefficients. We have also not explored, other than by exhaustive search, stepwise, and LARS methods on each of the selection and prediction submodels separately, how one chooses the best regressor set for the "full" conjoined model;
and, if so, whether forms of stepwise or LARS procedures might be fruitful, given that the covariate space for the conjoined model can be vast, especially when, as in our applications, interaction effects are considered. We view these as primarily issues of implementation and processing speed, and to only be presently prohibitive for models with many regressors or interactions. The models presented here can be readily estimated using a variety of available software platforms with modest run-times, and as such would be methods behavioral researchers could readily avail of "out of the box" to determine whether selectivity effects were presented in their experimental data. c Tests the "best" models ("Multiple ρ"; see Tables 1-3 ) with , … , against the analogous ones with the restriction of ρ=0.
